US Infrared Inspections Services
Electrical systems are the core of thermal imaging. However, there are other services that we offer.

1. Building And Building Envelop
a. Roof leak detection – Often times, a leak occurs in a roof system and the building owner
is unaware until the leak is visible in the building. We make it possible to find
penetrations for repairs instead of whole roof replacements. A new roof is no
exception. We’ve found leaks in roofs less than a year old.
i. We have areal roof inspections for large complexes.
b. Moisture detection/Water Intrusion – We can trace and find the cause of moisture in a
building to its source for repairs. This process aids in prohibiting fungal growth and loss
of work.
c. Heat Loss – we can scan the exterior or interior of a building to evaluate heat and AC
loss. If a building has an environmental air loss, this forces the mechanical system to
work harder creating premature replacement.
d. Blower Door Testing – We show you where the air is coming into the building. Its to
flow of air that contributes to moisture, molds, wood rot, equipment performance, and
much more. Stop the draft, save money.
e. Building forensics- our forensics can find the source of water, air and vapor intrusion to
the source, eliminating guess work and unnecessary demolition d costly repairs.

2. Electrical Systems
a. Solar Panel – Often times the solar arrays break or become warn out. The electrical
potential is greatly reduced. We can detect these malfunctions for replacement. This
keeps your electrical systems running at peak capacity.
b. Electrical – We review all electrical components, MCC, Switch Gears, contact,
Disconnects and much more to ensure there are no overloads, burnouts, hot spots and
imbalances in the whole electrical system. The electrical scans are designed to keep
your company at peak performance and safety for all. If you have a building that has
not been surveyed, you could be missing valuable alerts in the system.
i. MCC – we review the system that run he motors. This inspection detects motor
performance problems before they become catastrophic or cause your systems
to fail.
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ii. Disconnect – we review all disconnects to insure there are no loose connection
or hot connections.
iii. Contacts - we review all electrical contacts to insure there are no loose
connection or hot connections
iv. Distribution Panel Hot Spot – thermal of only hot spots with report
v. Distribution Panels Detail- we go further than the hot spot. We review each
breaker. We test for breaker performance. WE predict which brakers are going
bad so you can plan the replacement before failure.

3. Covid-19
a. We have thermal system to detect the temperature rise in employees and guess in your
work environments. Our system are/can be placed at the entrances and on the work
floor. Often times the manual had held systems are inadequately used because of
human error and training. Our automates systems remove both. Let us set up a demo
to show you how.

4. Thermal Imaging program
a. Our Program is designed to lower cost and increase performance, productivity, safety
and moral. We will write a thermal screening procedure and report schedule for your
manufacturing plants and/or buildings. This procedure will list schedule scanning, risk
management, accountability management and recovery management should a system
fail. Our services are invaluable if keeping your system safe and functional is
imperative.

5. Motor performance testing
a. Replacing motors can become a thing of the past. Our motor trending program tracks
the performance of your most expensive motors. We monitor the windings, bearing,
shaft, vibration, and al three phases for balance and performance. Protect your large
motors with scheduled repairs not unscheduled replacements

6. Steam Systems
a. This scan evaluates the overall performance of your steam system. Blockage and
poorly performing valves could result in human injury and equipment failure and
lost. Our thermal services review of all visible steam pipes, connections, and
fittings for blockage, element stress and performance. We also perform a visual
inspection of the system for visual stresses that or none thermal.
7. Core Loop Testing
a. Core lost testing provides a quick and efficient method for determining core losses fount
in the or steel of stators, rotors and armatures. Core loop testing is one of the most
important quality assurance tools in the motor repair industry and is virtually a
requirement when rewinding ma motor. This technology is more critical in today’s
competitive market as it predicts motor reliability, help maintain motor efficiency and
reduces motor repair and warrantee cost.
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US Infrared Inspection LLc, can prove to be a valuable resource in predictive maintenance and
management of the whole building while paying for itself in reducing and eliminating downtime,
performance, and unscheduled replacements of parts. Let us help you perform better. Call for
information and a free walk through and consultation.

Case Study
(What is the smallest thing that can go wrong?)
You would not believe that a single roller on a conveyor belt could shut a factory
down. Here is an example. A roller is part of a system of rollers on a conveyor
belt. What if one or two or a few rollers among thousands of rollers start to seize up
because of lubrication? Those rollers can cause the motor to work harder; causing the
motor to require more amperage to run; causing the wires to the bucket in the MCC
cabinet to overheat because of the increased amperage requirement; causing a shut
down. All from a simple conveyor roller. We often ask the question. “What is the single
most important piece of equipment that will shut your company down if it fails?” We
identify the failing systems for you.
I look forward our company delivering you a detailed report of your electrical system. I
hope that you consider our company for a more expanded role in helping to keep your
organization safe with decreased down time.
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